provided as in most fixed-wing aircraft. One important difficulty in providing such systems is the existence of the main rotor. However, several possible techniques have been proposed, such as sideways rocket-assisted extraction with the rotor in place or the use of vertical extraction or ejection seats coupled with measures for removing the rotor. Future helicopters might incorporate an escape capsule.
Fire prevention and general crash-worthiness: A potent area for reducing helicopter fatalities is the reduction of post-crash fires by improvements in fuel tank design and mounting. General crashworthiness might be improved by careful structural design to restrict breaking of the cabin in otherwise survivable crash impacts. Seats and harnesses: Complaints of seat comfort, poor crash-worthy characteristics of seats and poor restraint by seat harnesses have featured highly in the list of human factor problems. High priority has been given to these problems in the last few years.
Data on human tolerance to deceleration, the accelerations likely in helicopter impacts and the required strengths of crew seats and fixings have been studied and specific recommendations made for improvements. A variety of energy attenuation devices have been studied and their inclusion in seat designs will be increasingly common.
Seat harnesses are required to fulfil a number of functions which include: (1) The prevention of injuries during impact deceleration including secondary injuries caused b'y contact of the pilot with the cockpit structure. (2) They must be comfortable and adjustable and be compatible with the whole variety of movements the pilot needs to make in flying the aircraft. (3) They should be provided with a quick release facility, safe from inadvertent operation yet capable of rapid release in emergencies.
The currently recommended 5-point harness, with two over-the-shoulder straps, two lap straps and a negative G, strap to provide vertical restraint and prevent 'submarining', has gone a long way to meet these requirements.
General Ergonomics
In the general ergonomic field some of the problems to which attention is currently addressed are as follows:
(1) Controls, instruments and displays: Much can be done to facilitate the pilot's task by careful design of instruments and displays and the control system itself. Flying a helicopter is a two-handed job, but the possibility of making it one-handed is being examined.
(2) Crew complement and workload: Studies of required crew complement for efficient operation in various roles feature highly in early studies of new helicopters. Reductions of crew complement are obviously valuable but rather depend on advances in other areas that will reduce current workloads.
(3) Field of view: Adequate external vision is an important requirement in many helicopter roles. This is another area where current studies are looking for improvements.
(4) All-weather performance: Operation under adverse weather conditions and at night is clearly a great advantage. Several current helicopters have important restrictions in this area and these can limit their usefulness, as, for example, in the search-and-rescue field. Improvements in avionic aids and general handling characteristics are required to achieve all-weather performance.
Major K Edgington (Department ofAviation Medicine, Army Air Corps, Middle Wallop, Stockbridge, Hants, S020 8D Y)
Human Factor Aspects of Army Helicopter Operations
Human factor aspects of Army helicopter operations are many and varied, from the environmental to the flight safety, from the ergonomic to the equipment aspects. In the space available only a few will be detailed. However, before discussing these human factor aspects, it is important to have an understanding of the aircraft currently in Army service and the roles in which they are employed. Without this information, it would not be possible to relate the human factor aspect to the task, the environment or the equipment. A brief description of each helicopter therefore follows.
Aircraft
The light observation helicopter is at present the Sioux, which has seats for pilot + 2, can cruise at 70 knots and has 21 hours' endurance. It is being replaced now by the Gazelle, which has seats for pilot + 4, can cruise at 140 knots and has just over 2 hours' endurance. It is a great improvement on the Sioux, and I shall return to it in more detail later.
The present utility helicopter is the Scout, which has seats for pilot + 4, can cruise at 110 knots and has 2 hours' endurance. It will be replaced in the near future by the Lynx, which will have 2 crew, seats for 9 armed troops in the cabin, and can cruise at approximately 150 knots for 2 hours.
Roles
Space permits only a very brief resumre of the many roles which can be undertaken.
Observation and reconnaissance: The exceptional agility of the helicopter is put to use in the traditional role of looking for information. Tactical low flying is the main skill employed, using the ground soldiers' skill of field craft to remain concealed by ground and cover, and yet still observing.
In certain military situations high-level reconnaissance can take place.
Armed action: This is at present confined to the use of anti-tank guided weapons from the Scout helicopter.
Direction offire from the air: This is a role that has continued since the Second World War, with artillery fire control. Since then, the control of fighter ground attack aircraft has been added.
Assisting command and control: The helicopter, as a radio relay station or as an aerial command post, provides a more efficient, flexible and overseeing way of commanding the ground troops.
Movement: Limited movement of men and materiel, be it soldiers, casualties, stores, ammunition, &c.
Human Factor Aspects
Having briefly set the scene, some of the human factor aspects will now be discussed.
Workload: Army Pilots are trained to perform all tasks 'solo', with no other crew member to assist them (except for guiding the anti-tank missiles). Consequently the taWk is more demanding than it initially seems.
The basic task is to fly the helicopter. Army helicopters, being small and light, do not have auto-pilots or stabilization systems, and so, as helicopters are unstable aircraft, they need to be 'flown' at all times, which involves using both hands (and both feet) all the time. Add to this the map-reading required, which at low level is very difficult, the operation of 3 radios, and the actual task on which the pilot has been sent, and you can see the workload is high.
Proper prior planning, before take off, can reduce the workload considerably but often pilots have tasks assigned to them over the radio whilst airborne.
In the cockpit time spent looking at the map or at instruments must be kept to a minimum. Consequently, pre-planning each stage of a low level route and flying it from memory is the safest solution, with the pilot landing between stages to prepare the next leg. This is not always practicable, however.
With regard to instrument scanning, the use of warning panels that flash lights if a malfunction occurs is to be preferred to the old-fashioned bank of instruments. The Gazelle helicopter instrument panel is designed with the flight instruments grouped in the standard layout and the engine instruments grouped beneath them, but for systems management the central warning panel, which is normally blank, will illuminate if a fault develops and the appropriate caption will refer the pilot to the system needing attention.
From studies of scan and visual attention it has been shown that Gazelle pilots look at their instrument panels for only 7% of flight time, compared to 14-15% for Sioux and Scout pilots. These studies are continuing with the 'fish-eye' camera, which records head and eye movements, and with the eye mark video recorder which records the field of view of the pilot's eye and marks on the videotape a spot of light exactly where the pilot is looking. The difference between where he thinks he looks and for how long, and where he actually looks is always a revelation to the pilot being studied.
To try to reduce the pilot's workload and increase his accuracy at map-reading, various aids are being tried out, such as an inertial computer that is self-contained in the aircraft. The pilot has to programme the computer with his starting position, and from there on the computer will accept waypoints and give course and distance to the waypoints or base, time, exact position, speed and drift, &c. Initially, until the pilot becomes experienced at its operation, the workload increases with use of this aid.
It is thought that as helicopter speeds increase so the need for this type of equipment will increase also. Manpower is probably just as expensive as computers and one obvious answer to the problem of workload is to share it. The Army has therefore started to train permanent observers in order to have the two crew team on a regular basis.
Vision: This is directly related to workload. The prime role here is observation and reconnaissance. The tactical situation demands that the helicopter 'stands off' at least 2 kmi, if not more, and so, to enhance normal vision, binoculars are used. All helicopters vibrate, despite technical efforts, and to overcome this, gyroscopically stabilized binoculars are used. The pilot cannot use these and fly, so the observer is employed as his title would suggest. Observers on initial training with these binoculars are often motion sick, but this is easily overcome with experience.
Daytime vision causes few problems but at night the problem is greatly magnified, as night vision alone is not enough to avoid the ground or obstacles upon it such as power cables. Consequently, various aids are being investigated to improve night low-level performance. Lolite television has been investigated for several years now and has achieved a certain success. Also under investigation are image intensification goggles, through which night is turned into an 'overcast day' and these are being used most successfully. Other aids consist of flares fired from the helicopters or guns (though this is not a very good tactical system). A radio altimeter to measure exact height over ground has been found to enhance confidence and results with all this equipment.
Various services have flown tactical missions at night using night vision alone, but it has been shown to require, at present, flight over prearranged and pre-reconnoitred routes. Night and bad weather operations are, therefore, receiving a lot of attention at present. I Noise: Surprisingly, this does not cause serious problems in the cockpit with present Army helicopters, even though the ambient noise levels are quite high (up to 105 dB approximately). One reason for this is the excellent sound attenuation of the Mk III flying helmet, which ensures that aircrew are well protected. The fatiguing effect of exposure to steady state noise is certainly a factor to be considered for crews exposed to a long duty day. This is a problem, though not a serious one. Passengers with little or no protection are the worst affected, particularly troops picked up at short notice. The temporary threshold shift could well seriously degrade their hearing efficiency and this is an area needing study. Technicians and ground crew are well educated about the noise problem and consequently protect themselves well. Comfort and seats: All helicopter aircrew complain of backache and discomfort at some stage of their career. This can quite simply be related to the total absence of any thought for comfort in early helicopter seat design. Strap the pilot into armour, a life preserver and so on, and then ask him to sit still for 2 hours or more and it is not surprising that he becomes uncomfortable.
However, seats are attracting a lot of attention today and a rapid improvement in crew comfort is taking place.
Vibration: Many workers have shown that vibration causes fatigue, parasthesia of limbs, pain and, in particular, blurring of vision. Chronic exposure to vibration has been shown to produce bleeding from the gastrointestinal tract.
All helicopters vibrate, the most noticeable frequency being that of the main rotor, but gearboxes, engines and tail rotors contribute. It is very difficult to assess in practical, rather than laboratory, terms the effect of vibration on mission performance and in particular on vision. Blurring of vision has been reported from 5 Hz to 100 Hz. Pilots readily accept certain levels of vibration but there is a threshold above which the aircraft is grounded for maintenance and this varies between pilots.
Thermal stress: The greenhouse effect of the large canopy areas is very marked in hot weather in helicopters, and as the tactical situation demands prolonged hovering, the thermal stress can be quite severe. A preliminary study this summer at Middle Wallop of a Scout and a Gazelle pilot flying in combat kit showed a steady increase of deep body temperature during the sorties. With the Scout pilot each peak of cabin temperatures showed the reaction to a period of hovering.
Similarly, the Gazelle sorties showed that the skin temperature of the pilot fluctuated with the manceuvres and flight conditions, and was highest in hovering manceuvres. Again the core temperature gradually increased from 36.5°C to 38°C during the sortie.
However, the helicopter is ever flexible and the windows can be opened or the doors removed and in cold weather the heater used. Sensible aircrew dress discipline also alleviates the problem.
Fatigue: This can be involved as a contributory factor in many accidents and incidents and yet is still so difficult to measure. Flight time limitations are employed but in a tactical setting it is difficult to monitor and adhere to them. The best monitor in present use is the aware squadron or flight commander who knows his men well and knows when to stand them down. Education on the subject is also important. A quick fatiguemeasuring device would be most useful in a busy squadron, though as the flying is task-dictated, it would often be overruled.
The interactions between all these stresses and factors (and not all have been identified), are continuous and complex; some may be additive and cumulative and others may diminish the total stress. It all adds up to a very demanding, interesting and skilful task, but one which is not very forgiving of mistakes.
Accidents and incidents: Two problems are receiving attention at the moment. The first is that of wire strikes, hitting power cables when flying low level. The Army have 7 of these accidents per year on averagesome serious, some trivial, some in which the wire is seen but not avoided, some in which it is totally unseen. They are documented as pilot error or operational hazard. If you calculate the distance at which a halfinch diameter cable can be seen and identified and then translate that into time available at certain speeds, the time is seen to vary from 15 seconds or more down to 5 seconds or less at high speed. The pilot may notice the wire or poles but if he is looking to one side or inside the cockpit the time margin can be seriously eroded; hence 'if low go slow' is the dictum. Wire detectors have been experimented with but they inevitably detect everything else at low level and at present do not provide a useful solution.
The other problem is quite simply the fact that approximately 80% of Army Air accidents are attributed to pilot error. This may reflect the cause coding and investigation classifications at present in use, or an exceptionally good servicing record, but it is nevertheless significantly higher than any other nation's Army aviation force.
Consequently a project has recently been introduced, the Human Factors Investigation of Army Aircraft accidents and incidents, with the aim of reducing the pilot error rate.
It is too early, and this is not the place, to report upon the findings, but it is mentioned to show that human factor aspects are receiving more attention, and that the result will be, it is hoped, the safer and more efficient operation of the aircraft.
Surgeon Lieutenant Commander A P Steele-Perkins (Royal Navy) Human Factor Problems of Operating Helicopters at Sea
This presentation highlights the types of Naval flying that differ from Army or RAF flying and therefore have different human factor problems. Two helicopters and the human factors associated with them are discussed.
The Wasp
General: The Wasp is a small single-engined helicopter carried in frigates of about 2500 tons. It is used as an attack aircraft carrying antisubmarine torpedoes, or air-to-surface missiles against fast patrol boats. The Wasp pilot is usually a Lieutenant of about 25. He is also the 'Flight Commander'. His duties involve him in broad areas of responsibilities, as he is in charge of several sailors and has to advise the Captain in aviation matters. As the normal operating area is the North Atlantic, and the ship is smaller than a cross-Channel ferry, ship movement is significant. The ship has stabilizers to lessen roll, but this causes an unnatural form of motion which is physically and mentally tiring.
Flying the Wasp: The Wasp is able to fly for only a short period, and therefore it is vital that it is launched at the right time. This is achieved by having various states of readiness depending on the severity of any impending attack. For example, if the threat is not immediate the pilot has several minutes in which to get airborne, and in this situation he remains changed and near the aircraft. At the highest alert state he is sitting strapped in the aircraft waiting to start up, and can remain like that for some time. Much of the flying is done solo. Being airborne with limited endurance, and relying on the ship's radar for the return to the shipas the aircraft has no navigational aidscreates a background worry. A high proportion of the flying is done at night. When it is really dark, with no moon or stars, there is no horizon to look at, and therefore no orientating references. Instruments have to be relied on. The Wasp is very limited in power, and !uses full power for take off. To lift off from the ship's deck, which is lit, check the instruments to see that nothing has gone wrong, turn into the darkness to avoid the hangar, and then concentrate on the instruments, is very hard workespecially as the entire sequence is over in five seconds. Most Wasp pilots say that it is very lonely on one's own. In part, this is fear of disorientation. The design of the instrument panel could be improved, and reaching for some switches necessitates looking away from the instruments. For safety reasons the aircraft is flown with the doors off, and rain, reflecting in the green navigation light, creates a feeling of movement which is most alarming.
The most stressful part of all is approaching the ship at night. The pilot is directed by the radar operator to a point on the ship's quarter, and is told to start descending. When he is close to the ship he is advised to 'look up for sight'. This sight is a glide path indicator; if he is flying down the approach at the correct angle it gives a
